Animals in concert
suite
Per Nørgård

Date: 1997
Word ended in: 1997
Note: Date de composition : 1984-1997
Comprend : A tortoise's tango (Without jealousy) ; Light of a night : Paul meets bird ; Hermit crab tango : esperanza
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Piano works
Material description: 1 disque compact (59 min 34 s) : DDD
Note: Note sur l'enregistrement : Carl Nielsen Academy of music. - 20080500. - 20081000
Compositeur: Per Nørgård
Piano: Erik Kaltoft
Link: catalogue
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Sources and references
Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb16224396d
Sources

IRCAM (2010-08-18)
Oxford music online (2010-08-18)

Piano works [Enregistrement sonore] / Per Nørgard, comp. ; Erik Kaltoft, p. Dacapo 8.226089